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Executive Summary
Maintaining and managing hundreds of locks and physical keys for an apartment
complex can be time consuming and costly, especially when the apartments turn over to new
tenants. Our goal was to develop a smart door lock that is compatible with Obodo’s management
app for apartment complexes to make accessing apartments secure and simpler for tenants and
easier to manage for owners.
We designed and manufactured one smart door lock that is powered with four AA
batteries and utilizes a dynamic NFC device and Bluetooth technology. The board can enter a
sleep mode which reduces power consumption. The dynamic NFC “wakes up” the bluetooth
connection between the lock and phone to actuate the deadbolt. A dynamic NFC was chosen due
to its short read range (0-3cm) which increases security. Additionally, it has the ability to act like
a passive tag, allowing for phones to read and write to it making it compatible for both iPhones
and Androids. For communication between the lock and controller, Wi-Fi is used in order to
increase the range and allow for multiple locks to be used with one controller. Although we did
not manufacture more than one lock, the electrical components selected have the capability of
connecting multiple phones to one lock and multiple locks per controller.
The lock is also able to be locked and unlocked physically using the rack buttons, as well
as the physical key as a failsafe mechanism. For this to be possible, we designed a clutch
mechanism to disengage the motor gear train and the deadbolt shaft. Our clutch has two jaws that
allows for 110° rotation before interfacing with the gear motor. Our end product serves as a
prototype to show the functionality of the smart door lock and the communications for the lock
and controller to work together. Our prototype will allow our sponsor to further develop it for
high volume manufacturing so it can be implemented into student housing apartments in San
Luis Obispo.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
This smart door lock project serves as Team Orange’s Cal Poly Interdisciplinary Senior
Project. For this project, we developed a new smart lock system specifically designed for
multifamily apartment complexes. The problem with current smart locks is that they are
primarily marketed towards private residential use or commercial use. Therefore, the existing
products are not made for a central controller to handle multiple locks. Due to this, it is hard to
implement existing smart locks on apartment complexes as they are typically hard wired into the
building and are not compatible for one controller to handle multiple locks. Therefore, it would
be highly beneficial to apartment managers for a more convenient and accessible smart lock
designed for apartment complexes as they would be able to manage units much easier.
This new type of smart lock aims to take many of the existing features of residential
smart locks like accessibility, granting/revoking access to guests, updating accessibility
permissions, and ease of access, and to add on new features that will benefit use in apartment
complexes. Some new features include being able to control multiple smart locks with one
controller and giving the landlord access to multiple locks at once to provide ease of use and
accessibility for both apartment managers and their tenants.
This new door lock system was created for Obodo because their mission is to make
renting and managing effortless. Therefore, the primary consumers for this project are apartment
companies since the apartment managers would benefit from the ease of use this smart lock
would provide in managing their units. Additionally, tenants would benefit from the added
security and accessibility the lock adds in keeping their apartment safe.
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Chapter 2: Background
Current Smart Locks
In the current market, smart locks exist with similar features that our smart lock
implemented, but the primary difference is that the target audience for current locks are
residential units; whereas, we designed our smart lock for multifamily apartment complexes.
Almost all current smart locks on the market include features such as granting/revoking
access to guests, touchless entry, wifi-based accessibility, and simple installation [6]. For
example, the SALTO KS XS4 lock contains features like managers assigning roles and
permissions, giving guests mobile keys, tracking door activity, and easy installation due to not
requiring hard wiring [15]. Therefore, many of these locks already have the accessibility and
ease of access features we expect our lock to have as well, but the main difference is that these
locks are intended for residential use. They are built to be made for one building, not scaled up
for apartment complex use. This means that each lock needs its own controller, making them
more expensive and requires more time and resources to implement hundreds of locks for an
apartment complex. Figure 1 below is a screenshot of the XS4 from Salto’s website.

Figure 1. Exterior View of SALTO XS4 Lock
Another example is August lock. We used this lock as a benchmark to compare to our
requirements as it includes almost all of the primary features we hope to have in our lock as well.
This lock includes all the features of the SALTO KS XS4: permissions assignment, mobile keys,
activity tracking, along with more benefits such as easy installation. However, as discussed
previously, the August locks have many security issues due to their usage of Bluetooth
technology and their method of tracking access permission via the DGC system. Figure 2 below
displays a screenshot of the August lock from their website. August Home Inc. also has a number
of patents for both the system design and individual components of the lock which are listed in
the Appendix B.
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Figure 2. Interior View of August Lock
Latch is another smart lock company that creates products designed for large buildings
such as apartment complexes and office buildings [3]. This lock possesses many features on the
management side that residential smart locks lack. A single LatchID account can interact with
different doors, so the landlord can access all doors in the apartment complex. The account can
also grant and revoke access to anyone and specify which doors each LatchID can unlock, so
each tenant can only unlock their own apartment. However, Latch lacks many features that
residential smart locks possess. Latch locks are management-based; individual tenants cannot
share an e-key to others without a manager's permission. Additionally, Latch locks can be
unlocked in multiple ways: with an app, an Apple watch, a keycard, or a door code. Although it
seems more convenient to have multiple methods of unlocking, in actuality, there are more
means of breaking in. Lastly, Latch is only compatible with Apple devices, which limits the
usability of the product, excluding Android users. Figure 3 is a screenshot from the company’s
website that displays the Latch M model.

Figure 3. Exterior View of the Latch Lock
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Bluetooth Technology
Bluetooth technology is one of the predominant components for wireless communication.
It is a low-energy and low-cost solution to short-range radio transmissions and allows data
communication between wireless devices such as mobile phones and computers. Many
smart-door lock companies utilize Bluetooth technology in their products. Companies such as
August, Danalock, Okidokey, Lockitron, and Kevo to name a few [1].
Bluetooth technology for door locks makes use of smartphone devices to act as a digital
key and/or controller. Figure 4 below shows a common method of connecting a device with
Bluetooth and the smart-door lock. There are some variations of handling the connections but the
main components are all the same: a device with Bluetooth, a door lock able to read permission
data, and a lock control system that connects to the Internet and updates and confirms permission
data [4]. The device acts as a digital key, and it requests the door lock to open. The lock control
system receives the request and checks the identity of the user; it acts as the main communication
between the user and the door lock. Once the lock control system approves the user, it instructs
the door’s lock to unlock.

Figure 4. Communication of a Bluetooth device with smart-door lock [4].
There are many variations of this lock-door system employed by other smart-lock
companies. For example, Danalock has the Bluetooth device act as the Lock Control system by
making the smart lock communicate directly to the device. The phone is expected to be
connected to the Internet where it sends and updates relevant permission data to the door lock.
This method of smart-lock without an external lock control system is called the
Device-Gate-Cloud (DGC) system [1]. Many companies use this system because it does not
require a consumer to install a separate controller onto their house.
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Bluetooth enables many practical features for their end-users that other technologies
cannot provide. Due to the range of Bluetooth technology, which can be anywhere from 50 to
300 feet, the door can unlock itself automatically if an authorized person walks near it; this
feature removes all hassle of unlocking the door from the consumer. Additionally, Bluetooth
technology enables the ability to share electronic keys, or e-keys, to other Bluetooth devices [2].
This gives the user the power to temporarily grant access to their home. Due to the nature of the
technology, Bluetooth allows much easier integration of e-keys than other data-communication
methods, such as near-field communication, which is discussed in the next section.
Nevertheless, Bluetooth has many drawbacks, especially in security, that must be
considered. Based on the information from reference [1] and [2], there are multiple security
issues with Bluetooth. The most common Bluetooth attack happens when the controller is
communicating to the wireless device or door lock. An attacker is able to exploit the network
design by evading revocation and accessing logging information. According to Berkeley
researcher Grant Ho [1], the researchers found that revocation can “be evaded by an attacker for
every lock that uses a DGC architecture.” With this, an unauthorized person can still have access
to someone’s home. Most smart locks also have built-in logging features to detect unauthorized
entry into their home. However, the researchers also found that in the cases where an attacker
could avoid revocation, the attacker could remove records of their interaction with lock; thereby
rendering the record log useless.
Most smart-locks are still usable without power or internet access to ensure the user can
interact with the lock. In the DGC system where the Bluetooth device is both the controller and
the e-key, revoked-access attackers can simply turn on airplane mode to maintain access [1]. In
locks that use the DGC system, key revocation functions by having a server send a signal to
remove the user’s phone; if the phone is offline, it cannot receive this signal and the lock remains
unaware of the removal. One way to mitigate risk of revocation evasion is to have a direct
connection between the permission controller and the door-lock, so that all requests are checked
by the controller’s permission database before the smart lock receives the request [1].
Another disadvantage of Bluetooth is that the transmission signal can become confused if
many bluetooth devices are nearby. One effect of this is unintentional unlocking of doors [1]. If a
user lives in a house with multiple smart locks that have automatic unlocking, the user may enter
one entrance, but unlock all other doors as they move around the house. Even if the user only has
one smart lock, unintentional unlocking can still occur. A user might not always use their front
door with the smart lock as an entrance or exit; instead, they could enter through their garage
with their car. If a user returns home and enters through their garage, the user’s front door can
unlock because they are within the boundary of the automatic unlocking range. Both August and
Danalock suffer from this design [1]. Kevo locks mitigate this by adding confirmation from the
user onto the deadbolt, but it suffers when part of the home extends “outside” the door lock’s
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boundary as shown in Figure 5. For example, if an authorized device is inside the actual home
but the lock believes it to be “outside,” an attacker can simply unlock the door by tapping on the
deadbolt.

Figure 5. Home layout where the arrows represent the region where the Kevo lock thinks is
“outside” the home [1].
Besides security issues, another problem caused by a confused transmission signal is that
the smart lock does not operate correctly [2]. If there are multiple door locks installed on a single
house, the Bluetooth mobile device may not find the correct door to unlock, or it may unlock an
incorrect door. In apartment complexes, the communication between the user’s phone and the
user’s smart lock can be confused with many other smart locks around. Overall, Bluetooth
technology enables an easy way to send and receive e-keys for smart locks but at the cost of
being less secure.
Near-Field Communication Technology
Near-field communication (NFC) is a mode to wirelessly transmit information between
two devices using high-frequency radio waves. Communication via NFC can only occur in short
ranges, which is beneficial in the case of smart locks because it increases security measures. It is
more difficult for a third-party to intercept the wireless signal. Additionally, NFC does not
require a direct line of sight for a connection to be made. Instead, only the two devices need to be
within range of each other [7].
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Figure 6. NFC card emulation with a secure element. Figure from NFC-enabled access control
and management system [7].
NFC technology is common in several existing smart lock designs. In the past, secure
information would have to be stored in a tamper resistant chip in the NFC device such as a
smartphone [7].
Android 4.4 allows a method of card emulation that does not require a secure element.
Instead, it uses a host based card emulation that allows Android applications to emulate a card
and communicate to the NFC reader directly. With the host-based card emulation, data is routed
to the host CPU where the Android application is running. Before the introduction of host-based
card emulation, communication between the cellular phone provider and the company that wants
to use NFC technology was necessary to ensure that manufacturers of the SIM card had the
necessary technology integrated. Now, host-based card emulation allows for the elimination of
planning with the phone providers and manufacturers [7].

Figure 7. NFC host-based card emulation. Figure from NFC-enabled access control and
management system [7].
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Common smart lock systems that use NFC contain a server application, NFC reader,
controller, and smartphone application that emulates the NFC cards. In this type of system there
are also two main phases, the registration phase and the door lock or unlock phase. During the
registration phase the system ID and user ID need to get registered into the system’s database to
allow access to the lock. To register a device, the server generates a user ID to send. An
encrypted public key is created and sent from the server. If the data for the system ID, user ID,
and public key are successfully transmitted, the server stores the user ID in its database, giving it
the credentials needed to lock and unlock the doors. In the second phase, the device is brought
close (around 1-2 cm) to the reader to start transmitting data. The user ID with the encrypted
private key is sent to the server where the user ID credentials are checked in the database and
trigger the opening of the lock if the user ID is found [7].
Although NFC is secure and is commonly used, it is not as compatible with different
devices as other technologies. For example, iPhone NFC capabilities are limited to read-only,
which means that it cannot write data to other devices, which limits the use for door locks.
However, NFC technology is still used on iPhones for things like ApplePay. Apple is more
restrictive in making certain products compatible with Apple devices, however it is not
impossible. For smart products to be fully compatible with Apple products, it has to be vetted by
Apple through its Made for iPhone (MFI) program which is a lengthy and rigorous process. On
the other hand, it is not as difficult to use the NFC capabilities on an Android as seen with the
host-based card emulation [7].
Overall, NFC is a widely used technology that can be used to make the door locks and is
secure due to its short-range read distance. However, it is challenging to overcome the
difficulties to make it compatible with Apple devices.
Dynamic NFC
With iOS 13 the iPhone can read and write to certain passive nfc tags but does not allow
communication with active RFID readers which is what was originally planned for this project.
The only way to use RFID communication for this project was with a passive device, however
there are devices called dynamic NFC which act as readable/writable NFC tags but can be
rewritten and read through an I2C connection to a microcontroller. These devices work with
iPhone and allow for data to be sent between the iPhone and the microcontroller without needing
an active RFID reader or peer-to-peer connection. These devices also work with all Android
phones that have NFC capabilities. These dynamic NFC tags act as a passive tag as they do not
receive power from the board when not being written so they rely on the reader within the phone
for power. The phone still needs to be within a close proximity to the device (~3cm) to read it.
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Mechanical Locks
Traditional mechanical door locks consist of three major components: the cylinder, the
bolt and the box. The cylinder is the body of the lock that contains the keyway and pins. This is
the part of the lock in which the key is inserted to unlock the lock. The bolt or latch is a large
piece of metal that moves when the lock is used and connects the door to the frame when locked.
The hole in the door frame in which the bolt enters is called the box. Typically a strike plate is
fixed around the edge of the box on a door frame. The metal strike plate helps guide the bolt into
the box and also adds increased security and structure to the door lock. This is discussed in more
detail by Great Valley Lockshop [9].

Figure 8. Diagram showing the parts of a door lock.
Some current smart locks simply install over existing deadbolt locks, not requiring
replacement of the deadbolt lock. For example, the August smart lock functions by installing to
the interior of deadbolt locks. The interior plate of the deadbolt lock is removed and a mounting
plate is installed in its place. A plastic adapter is installed into the lock’s crank mechanism which
is then connected to the August smart lock, with the adapter being compatible with a wide
variety of deadbolt locks. The August smart lock functions by automating the deadbolt lock from
the interior side, therefore not modifying the mechanical mechanism of the lock at all [6]. The
lock still functions the same, with the deadbolt turning to unlock the lock, and the August smart
lock just adds an electronic method to open the lock as the smart lock just rotates the deadbolt.
The physical key can still be used to unlock the lock with the August smart lock just augmenting
the lock mechanism by giving it a way to be opened remotely.
Patent Research
Smart locks and related technologies currently have numerous patents surrounding them.
Five of such patents which closely relate to our project’s specifications are filed by August Home
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Inc. The first of these patents, US20180135337A1, covers a Smart lock device with near field
communication [12]. The patent describes a door lock system that couples to a door lock and
assists in locking and unlocking and utilizes an RF protocol to identify a lock device. A camera
is also paired with the device and activates with any change in the lock’s status. This patent is
still pending.
The next patent, US10017963B2, covers an Intelligent door locking system with manual
operation and push notification [10]. Described is a locking system coupled to a lock with the
inclusion of a processor that authenticates data received from a third party’s mobile device and
provides authentication. A push notification is also sent informing of the lock’s status. The patent
also describes an attached motion sensor to detect people nearby the door or window of the
dwelling. Additionally, a response to the push notification can deactivate an alarm within the
dwelling. The lock can be activated with a keyfob, mobile device or and/or physical key. This
patent is active until 2034.
The third related patent, US9704320B2, covers an Intelligent door lock system with
encryption [14]. This patent describes a door locking system that assists in operating a door lock
and is in communication with a server. The server has a handshake key, providing
communication between a mobile device and the door lock system. A cipher is used by the
mobile device to provide secure communication between the mobile device and the door lock
system. This patent is active until 2034.
A fourth patent that has been filed by August Home Inc., US10304273B2, covers an
Intelligent door lock system with third party secured access to a dwelling [11]. This patent
describes a similar locking system to those described above that is connected to a server allowing
the owner/user to grant secured access to the lock to a third party. The server must be able to
receive a request from the user to grant access to an organization for one or more times and grant
access to an account affiliated with that organization. This patent is active until 2035. The
technology described by this patent very closely describes one of the key features of the door
lock system that our project is set out to create in that it must have the capability to grant access
to a third party under a user’s request.
The fifth and last patent filed by August Home Inc., US9534420B1, covers an Intelligent
door lock system retrofitted to existing door lock mechanism [13]. This patent describes how the
August smart lock is retrofitted to fit already existing deadbolt door locks. The main method of
integration boils down to two primary claims. One claim is that the primary design is an
intelligent door lock system connected to a drive shaft of an existing door lock with a position
sensing device coupled to the drive shaft. Another claim is that the intelligent door lock is
retrofitted to an existing door lock with a position sensing device coupled to a drive shaft that has
the means of locking and unlocking a door. If neither of these claims are violated, the patent
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itself is not violated. Although our lock automates the lock mechanism in a similar method, the
way it connects to the lock mechanism’s drive shaft is different, therefore not violating any of the
claims in August’s patent.
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Chapter 3: Objectives
The goal for our project was to design an improved smart-lock system for doors that is
specifically designed for multifamily apartment complexes. We built upon the primary features
of existing residential smart locks and implemented new features that will allow easier use for
both tenants and management in apartment complexes.
Product Features
One way that this smart lock is adjusted for use in apartment complexes instead of just
residential use is that the controller manages multiple smart locks. Typically, for residential smart
locks, each lock has its own controller. However, in this case the smart lock count needs to be
scaled up for use in apartment complexes and therefore one controller needs to be able to
communicate with multiple locks. This allows for cheaper installation costs, easier technological
training, and easier management since less controllers are needed.
To benefit the tenant, this smart lock can also update accessibility permissions quickly
and easily. Doing this allows tenants and the landlord to change who has access to the lock on
the fly, ensuring that their lock is always secure and only people with proper credentials have
access to their apartment. These accessibility permissions are communicated to the controller
through wifi and stored on a database in the cloud. Due to the reliability of a wifi network,
updates are susceptible to malfunctioning when the wifi goes out. However, as mentioned above,
due to a single controller controlling multiple locks, the controller for the locks does not need to
be reliant on the tenant’s wifi.
Being able to grant/revoke access to guests is another feature. The tenant should be able
to control the smart lock and give out access to guests for a predetermined duration of time. They
should also be able to revoke access at will, not having to wait until the access duration is up.
This feature would provide the lock with more accessibility than a physical lock as guests and
friends of the tenant would have access to an apartment without needing a physical key or having
someone answer the door. It is also more secure as the tenant has full control of who has access
to the lock and, at will, can grant or revoke access given out to others. This feature can also be
used for managers to give out keys for the duration of a lease and revoke the digital key when the
lease is up.
Another feature designed specifically for apartment complexes is to be able to open
multiple locks using a single mobile device or key fob. In this case the apartment manager or
landlord would be able to open a set of smart locks using a single device, providing more
accessibility to their units as they would not have to have a physical key for every single unit.
Therefore it would provide the manager or landlord with considerable ease of use as multiple
units could be opened without having to fumble with multiple keys.
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A physical key serves as a fail safe mechanism for this smart lock. In the case of power
or wifi going out and the electronic features of the smart lock failing, the door is able to be
opened with a physical key. Therefore the lock will always be able to be used without fear of
trapping people in or locking people out.
Another primary feature for the smart lock is that it’s more accessible than a physical key.
Due to the nature of the lock, all that it requires is a mobile device to be held up to the reader for
it to be unlocked. This allows easier access for the tenant.
This lock is low cost and easily installed without requiring special tools or excessive
time. Due to the fact that apartment complexes typically have hundreds of units, it was essential
that our smart lock is easy to install so that complexes are able to replace all door locks for units
in a timely and efficient manner with less interruptions for tenants. Additionally, our locks are
battery operated so that it does not require a power source from the building. This allows for
easier installation since walls do not need to be opened up, a lower installation cost, and faster
installation times. The installation of our product only requires basic hand tools.
Specifications
Included below is the table of engineering specifications determined from customer
requirements in Appendix A and our objectives for this project.

Spec #
1
2
3
4

Table 1. Formal Engineering Requirements
Parameter
Requirements or
Description
Target (Units)
Tolerance Risk

Compliance

15 mins
$100
10 seconds
5 locks

+/- 5
+/- 20
+/- 2
Min

M
L
M
H

T, S
T, S
T, S
T, S

5

Time to install
Production cost
Time to open
Locks per controller
Multiple locks
interactable per phone

4 locks

Min

H

T, S

6

Battery life

12 months

L

T, A, S

7

12 inches

M

T, S

8

Unlock distance
Number of screws to
install

+/- .5
+2
-12

4 screws

+/- 1

L

A, S

9

Lock exterior height

7 in

+/- .5

L

I, S

10

Lock exterior width

3 in

+/- .5

L

I, S

11

Lock exterior thickness 2 in

+/- .5

L

I, S

12

Lock core diameter

Min

H

I, S

2 ⅛ in
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The most important customer requirements were being able to control multiple locks with
one controller, update permissions, convenient granting/revoking lock access for guests, and the
ability to open multiple locks with a phone. Altogether we determined a total of twelve customer
requirements. We decided the importance of each customer requirement by creating a quality
function deployment table (QFD), which is included in Appendix B. This table was used for us
to assign a weighted value to each customer requirement based on importance. To do so, we
conducted a pairwise evaluation of the different requirements to decide which are most
important. Once each customer requirement was compared, the total value of each requirement
was placed on a 1-5 scale, properly weighting each requirement.
We took each customer requirement and attempted to quantify a way of meeting the
specification. Most of them were generally just a yes or no if it could be completed or if that
feature existed. All of the specifications that could be quantified are listed in Table 1. With all
customer requirements and engineering specifications listed, they were then correlated to each
other based on how related the requirement and specification were. Once correlated, each
specification was then given an importance rating based on how great the relation between the
requirement and specification was. Included in Appendix B below is the Quality Function
Deployment (QFD) table representing the importance of each specification.
The most important specification we determined was that the controller could open
multiple locks. The value quantified is that the controller needed to be able to control at least five
locks which was determined from a set requirement from the sponsor along with the
specification of opening at least four locks with a phone. The other quantifiable specifications
listed in Table 1 were determined based on our personal research and a team discussion on what
we felt were reasonable targets for each specification.
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Chapter 4: Design Development
Generation of Concepts
To generate ideas for this project, we engaged in a few ideation activities. Our philosophy
going into this creative process was “there are no bad ideas.” Our goal was to think of as many
ideas as possible, then later, we would pare them down. Many of our ideas came from combining
different features of current smart locks on the market. We also visited the Academy Chorro, a
local apartment complex in San Luis Obispo, and talked with their lock manager to give us more
ideas, and an idea of what an existing system looks like.
One of the first activities was sticky note brainstorming. In this creative process, we listed
the functions of our smart lock system, which are the far-leftmost stick notes in the figure below,
and then, we each wrote down ways to achieve those functions on other sticky notes.

Figure 9. Sticky Note Brainstorming
Another activity was conceptual prototyping. During this process, we physically created
many prototypes of ideas from the sticky note brainstorming and also created new concepts. This
activity helped us visualize how each of the components within our subsystems would interact
with each other.
Selection of Top Concepts
To evaluate and narrow our concept choices, we created different Pugh matrices for
different subsystems for the locks. Based on the customer requirements, we defined the
subsystems as managing door access, installation method, wireless communication, and the door
lock mechanism. Each Pugh matrix can be found in Appendix D. After making the Pugh
matrices, we discussed the key takeaways from each.
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Figure 10. Management of Door Access Pugh Matrix
The Pugh matrix for the management of accessing the door uses a physical key as the
datum since most apartment complexes use keys. The criteria for selection were based upon both
customer requirements and the general function of this subsystem. After comparing each of the
alternatives against the datum, the Wifi controller was found to be better than a physical key in
almost every category, except in the maintenance category. The Wifi controller allows
centralization of accessibility information and remote communication to the door locks. These
properties enable us to add features that would benefit both tenants and managers, such as
monitoring door usage and granting temporary access. Additionally, a Wifi controller is able to
manage multiple doors at once, making it easier for an apartment manager to have control over
and moniter the whole building at once. The main drawback of a Wifi controller over a physical
key is its maintenance. Setting up a Wifi controller and the corresponding accessibility
permissions to each tenant is more time consuming than handing out physical keys. However, the
added features that a centralized controller enables is worth the initial set-up.
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Figure 11. Method of Installation Pugh Matrix
The Pugh matrix for the installation method used a smart lock that fully replaces the
existing lock as the datum to compare the different options to. The biggest category where other
installation methods satisfied criteria better was the installation complexity and product
complexity. Since it is important to both the tenant and management or owners of apartment
complexes, the installation complexity of a different option is more ideal. Additionally, due to
our timeframe of the project and the future desire to manufacture our product at high volume
production, it is important that the smart lock is not difficult to manufacture. Since our datum
replaces the entire door lock, there are many more parts that would have to be manufactured as
well as a few parts (like the actual lock) to be modified for each product that is produced. With
this in mind, we choose to go with a smart door lock that goes on the interior of an existing door.
Having a smart lock on the interior of the door also increases the security since it is not
accessible from the outside. Looking at the Pugh matrix, another option that seems like a good
choice is having the scanner or reader on the exterior of the door. However, this one is too simple
and a scanner or reader alone does not satisfy all the customer requirements that are considered
in different subsystems. For these reasons, we designed a smart lock to be installed on the
interior of the existing door lock.
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Figure 12. Wireless Communication Pugh Matrix

With the Pugh matrix for wireless communication, Wifi was determined to be the most
capable communication method allowing for more security and range than Bluetooth, which is
vital for communication between the smart lock system and the controller. While this is suitable
for communication with controllers, Wifi is too slow and complicated for fast communication
between the lock system and the user’s mobile device. The end-user would be more likely to use
a smart lock system if it makes unlocking a door faster and easier than with a physical key, or at
least equally fast and easy. Wifi would take too long to begin communicating with a mobile
device to unlock the door and would likely make the system slow and undesirable. To address
this issue we are using NFC, which is shown to be the fastest and simplest method for
communication over short distances by the matrix, for our method of communication between
lock and mobile device in order to change the state of the door lock.
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Figure 13. Door Lock Mechanism Pugh Matrix
The Pugh matrix for the door lock mechanism used the standard deadbolt lock as the
datum. When compared to the other locking mechanisms methods of an assisted physical smart
lock, electronic keypad, fingerprint scanner, and keycard and reader, it was determined that the
assisted physical smartlock was the most effective door lock mechanism to use. The August lock,
as mentioned above, simply places a smart lock over the interior of an existing deadbolt lock and
thus automates the already built in lock mechanism. The assisted physical smartlock would be
considerably faster at unlocking the door, only having to press a button on an app, as opposed to
pulling out and using a physical key. It would also be more accessible and as safe as a standard
deadbolt as permissions could be granted to others and since it doesn’t replace the existing
deadbolt fully, the security is the same. However, it would take longer to set up and install as it
would have to be integrated into an existing deadbolt lock, obviously taking longer than using
the already installed lock. However, despite that, the assisted physical smartlock is ultimately
faster, more accessible, and as secure as a standard deadbolt lock.
After identifying the different positives from each Pugh matrix, we kept those methods in
mind when creating our design concept which is explained in detail in the following section.
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Chapter 5: Initial Design Concept and Description
Initial Conceptual Design
We arrived at our final conceptual design from the evaluation of the selection of our top
concepts and synthesizing them together into a final design. We took the best designs from each
of the Pugh matrices and worked them together into an initial conceptual design that would not
only be the most optimal based on the criteria for each Pugh matrix but also dependent on the
aforementioned customer requirements and engineering specifications.

Figure 14. Initial Conceptual Design Components
With those designs in mind, we went ahead and created a preliminary sketchup of how
our design would look, as shown above in Figure 14. Our design consists of four primary
components, being the smart lock exterior and interior, the mounting plate, and controller. The
actual design itself is not overly complicated, boiling down to designing the smart lock itself
along with the controller. However, much of the design difficulty came in integrating the lock
and controller hardware with the software to ensure the product had the desired features.

Figure 15. Final conceptual design communication.
Figure 15 shows the overall process of how our smart lock works and the flow of
communication between devices. In the first step, the tenant would take their phone out and open
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an app that utilizes the NFC capabilities to scan and unlock the door. The tenant has to verify that
they want the smart lock to open the phone with some sort of action like double tapping the lock
button. The phone sends a signal to the lock to signal the start of the unlocking process. From
there, the lock communicates via Wifi to the controller to check for accessibility permissions. If
the phone/user is in the database for the specific lock, the controller sends a signal back to the
lock and triggers the automation of unlocking the deadbolt. If the phone/user is not in the
database, it does not open the door and sends an error message back to the phone.
To lock the door, a tenant can use the app on the phone or manually press the rack buttons
on the smart lock. When the button is fully up, it signifies that the deadbolt is unlocked and vice
versa. This is designed similar to car door locks with pegs. The gray box with text for the
accessibility permissions in Figure 11 demonstrate the features of multiple locks per phone and
multiple phones per lock.
Satisfies Customer Requirements
Our final design concept was conceived to meet all customer requirements and design
specifications. The primary customer requirements were for the smart door lock to be as secure
and more accessible than a physical key, multiple locks per controller, easy installation, ability to
update accessibility permissions and open multiple locks with one phone, and to be able to use a
physical key as a failsafe for the lock. Our final conceptual design was created with all these
criteria in mind, ensuring that each requirement was adequately met.
The design satisfies the requirement for the lock to be as secure and more accessible than
a physical key due to the nature of the locking mechanism. The smart lock serves to automate the
existing deadbolt locking mechanism and is positioned only on the interior of the door. On the
outside, the door lock looks like a normal deadbolt to strangers with the addition of a small
holder for the NFC device which still looks very natural. The smart lock is as secure as the
preexisting locking mechanism and also provides increased accessibility due to its smart
features. By allowing the door to be unlocked wirelessly it is more convenient and quicker to
unlock than having to use a physical key on the door.
The door lock has the capability of working as one of multiple locks assigned to one
controller. Each controller is responsive to multiple smart locks at once. An apartment complex
does not need a controller for each lock; instead, it is able to consolidate many nearby apartment
doors to one controller to save both on cost and space. This is achieved by connecting multiple
locks to one controller through a wireless communication method such as Wifi and allowing for
the software of the controller to differentiate between each lock and manage each one separately.
The smart lock is easily installed due to its integration with existing deadbolts, as
mentioned above. Due to the smart lock simply integrating with the existing door lock, replacing
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the interior of a deadbolt lock and attaching an exterior portion for the NFC reader to the outside,
the installation is quick and simple. To install the smart lock, the deadbolt lock interior needs to
be unscrewed and removed. The front exterior portion of the lock also needs to be removed to
allow the reader to be attached to the exterior of the door. With that done, the smart lock’s
mounting plate is then screwed into place. The round smart lock chassis then connects to the
interior mounting plate and the deadbolt lock driveshaft, directly integrating into the existing
deadbolt lock.
The design provides the smart lock the ability to update accessibility permissions and
open multiple locks with one phone due to the intermediary connection of the controller. The
controller is capable of receiving a request to update permissions for multiple locks from the
mobile phone, and then communicate wirelessly to multiple separate locks to update the
permissions for each one. All permissions and changes are stored in and managed by the
controller which allows for changes to be made over great distances when connected to a mobile
phone or computer over the internet.
Finally, the smart lock also allows a physical key to be used as a failsafe. As mentioned
before, due to the nature of the design simply integrating with existing deadbolt locks, the
existing door lock mechanism is unchanged. Since the smart lock automates the locking function
of a deadbolt lock, a physical key can still be used. It does not interfere with how the deadbolt
lock would normally function, only being integrated to the interior and thus having no effect on
the exterior of the lock where the physical key would be used. Therefore, a physical key can still
be used on the deadbolt to lock and unlock the door.
Preliminary Plans for Testing and Construction
We first needed to prototype and test our lock mechanism as well as the communication
between the different subsystems to ensure that the electronics that we choose are capable of
satisfying our engineering requirements and are compatible with each other. As stated in the
previous section, the best way for the controller to communicate with the lock is via Wi-Fi,
however, to unlock the door NFC has the most benefits. Additionally, we created a smart lock
that is installed to the interior of the existing lock and works by automating lock and unlock
movement of the deadbolt.
The main parts that we needed to test in our system come down to the time to open (both
automatically and manually), the unlock distance, battery life, and the time to install. We needed
to finish prototyping our product in order to test these pass/fail requirements. Additionally, we
needed to test the number of locks per controller and the number of locks per smartphone. In
order to do this, we needed to further understand the test code and develop it in order to make
different lock and controller configurations and scenarios. Based on our test results, we updated
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our designs to enhance our key features and requirements. More details can be found in the
DVP&R in Appendix E.
Initial Design Description
Our initial design was primarily composed of five components. These components are the
controller, smart lock chassis, gear train used to operate the lock, DC motor, and microcontroller.
The chassis for both the controller and smart lock are both 3D printed using PLA resin since the
chassis for both items are custom-made. The gear train inside of the smart lock is used to amplify
the torque provided by the motor, allowing it to quickly turn the crankshaft of the deadbolt lock,
and thus locking or unlocking the door.
The items all interface together with the smart lock containing most of the mechanical
and electrical components with the controller only containing electrical components to
communicate with the smart lock. The smart lock chassis consists of the housing for the lock on
the interior end of the deadbolt lock along with the RFID card holder on the front end. The
exterior RFID holder is intended to sit underneath the pre-existing deadbolt. Inside the chassis is
the gear train that connects with the crankshaft to turn the deadbolt lock. The rack and pinion are
likewise connected to the gear train so that it can be used as both a visual indicator on the
position of the lock and a manual way to use the smart lock. Furthermore, that gear train is
powered by the motor which is controlled by the microcontroller. The microcontroller is the
brains of the smart lock, connected to the RFID card on the front end and communicating with
the electrical components with the controller, managing the lock of the door.

Figure 16. Door Exterior (Left) and Interior (Right) view of Smart Lock
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Figure 17. Gear Train view inside Chassis (Left) and Mount Plate (Right)
Figure 16 above demonstrates the smart lock fully assembled and retrofitted to a standard
deadbolt lock. As can be seen, most of the wiring and components are housed internally within
the chassis, giving the smart lock a clean and aesthetically pleasing look. The main components
that can be seen are the chassis on the interior side and the RFID holder on the exterior of the
door. The rest of the components, the gear train, DC motor, and microcontroller, are all housed
within the chassis.
Changes to Initial Concept
After we manufactured and assembled our initial design, we encountered a few issues
during testing. Our initial design did not account for the backdriving of the gear train. In one
direction, there was a 200 torque multiplier that increased the motor’s output torque; however, in
the other direction, there was a 200 torque reducer that decreased the user’s physical input. It was
nonviable to move the rack and turn the key without breaking the gear train’s alignment. To fix
this, we developed a dog clutch that allows 110° of rotational free movement, disengaged from
the motor and gear train. The following sections will elaborate on this design.
We also decided to purchase a motor with a gear box attached. This allowed us to
drastically reduce the size of the gear train and reduce the overall size of the chassis. We also
noticed that the circular shape of the chassis made it difficult to fit the electronic components and
wiring because all the electronic components were rectangular. To maximize space utilization,
we changed the chassis to be square-shaped.
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Chapter 6: Final Design Description
Our final design is similar to our first iteration except the chassis has a more rectangular
shape and is slightly smaller due to a much self-contained gear train. As explained above, the
size was able to be shrunk due to the motor and gearbox being significantly smaller along with
the rectangular shape being more accommodating for electronic components. Figure 18 below
displays the fully assembled chassis attached to the door’s interior and exterior side-by-side.

Figure 18: Assembled Door Lock Interior and Exterior on Door
As seen, compared to our initial design the chassis is fitted to the door better with the
rectangular design along with taking up less room. The RFID holder has also been shrunk and
made to look more aesthetically pleasing with more rounded edges and a custom fit the door
lock. The rack buttons provide an ergonomic way to move the rack, not requiring any more force
than what's needed to turn a typical deadbolt lock. It also provides the same spring action that’s
felt when locking a normal lock, feeling comfortable and easy to use.
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Chapter 7: Final Electrical Systems Design
Layout Diagrams

Figure 19. Electrical System Block Diagram
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Figure 20. Electrical System Circuit Diagram
Fabrication and Assembly
All of the electrical components used for our design were purchased pre-assembled from
online vendors. The only fabrication needed for our design is making the connections between
each component using soldered wire connections. The motor driver, limit switches and NFC
device must be soldered to the proper ports on the lock’s microcontroller (MCU). The motor
itself is wired to the motor driver. Our battery pack is wired to the motor driver to supply the
motor voltage and to the Vin pin of the MCU to supply Vcc. The microcontroller and motor
driver are soldered together on a solderable breadboard. The dynamic NFC device was placed in
its own compartment on the exterior of the door and is wired through the bore hole in the door to
the MCU. The board with the MCU and motor driver as well as the motor, switches and batteries
are located within the chassis on the inside of the door. All of the electrical connections can be
seen in Figure 18 above. By using the motor characteristics given in the matlab plots in
Appendix F (code given by manufacturer, Pololu), we found that using the motor with rated
voltage of 3V, a torque of 0.2 oz-in can be obtained at 15000 rpm.
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The controller’s electrical systems are much simpler, using only an Arduino Nano 33 IoT
board with a micro-usb power supply connected to an AC power outlet. For our Wifi
connectivity, both of our microcontroller’s are capable of using the IEEE 802.11 b/g/n standards.
We are using the 802.11n standard, also known as Wifi4 as it offers the fastest data rates of the
available standards for our devices from 54Mbps up to potentially 600Mbps (when using 5GHz).
For our application we only used the 2.4GHz channel which is commonly used to connect smart
devices such as light bulbs, thermostats, etc. to a home network.
The final prototype also includes Bluetooth connection between the lock MCU and the
user’s phone to facilitate the authentication of the user and the changing of the lock’s state.
Bluetooth was added instead of just using RFID because IOS devices do not offer support for the
transfer of data with active RFID readers. To get the RFID/NFC to work with IOS we needed to
use the dynamic NFC device which acts as a passive NFC device, similar to a NFC tag with no
internal power supply, but can be rewritten through an I2C connection to the lock’s MCU. This
NFC device is written with the device’s Bluetooth address as well as the lock’s ID and a
challenge code. The app reads this data and automatically connects via Bluetooth and sends the
response to the given challenge to the lock. When the lock receives the correct response it
unlocks (or locks) the door.
The added limit switches offer a way to determine which state the lock is currently in
(locked or unlocked) and prevent the motor from turning too far and causing damage to the gears
or itself. They are placed in the chassis so that the rack buttons trigger them when the rack
reaches the end of its travel. By triggering the switches with the rack rather than the motor, we
can determine the lock’s state even when the lock is manually locked or unlocked as the clutch
prevents the motor from moving under manual operation of the lock.
Justification
To meet our design specification for battery life of about 12 months, we tested the power
consumption of our entire lock electrical system. For our power source we are using 4 AA
batteries, giving 6V DC and, assuming each battery has the typical current value, 2500mAh(or
3500mAh if lithium AA’s are used). If the microcontroller is running in ultra-low power sleep
mode with GPIO wake-up when not in use, it ideally draws a typical value of 81.7uA. If this
were the only device being powered, our battery life could last up to approximately 3.49 years.
However, the motor driver and NFC device also draw power from our battery when in use. The
NFC device should only draw power when being rewritten by the MCU which only happens to
update the ID’s or challenge. To test the actual power consumption of our system, we needed to
utilize a multimeter to measure the power usage over time as we simulate normal operation of
the system (ie. opening lock 3-6 times in one day, etc). Testing the power consumption over the
course of one day allows us to determine how many days our battery life will last on average.
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To test the power consumption of our device, a 100 ohm resistor was placed in series with the
connection from the batteries to the arduino. A multimeter was used to measure the voltage
across the resistor as well as the resistor’s actual value. The board was put into deep sleep mode
using the Arduino Low Power Library.

Figure 21. (left to right) Testing Circuit, Measured Resistor Value, Measured Voltage
With a measured resistance of 98.9 ohms and a measured voltage of 1418mV, the calculated
current being drawn by our lock is 14.34mA. This means that with 3500mAh Lithium AA
batteries, the batteries would only last just over 10 days in sleep mode. This is far less than what
we had expected from this board. This is likely due to extra devices on the board that are not
being shutdown completely by the Low Power library and are drawing extra current. With a
custom made PCB, only necessary parts can be selected and a more efficient voltage regulator
can be used. The arduino nano also has a built-in LED that does not turn off which further
increases power consumption. Another alternative to a custom PCB would be an ESP32 based
board as they typically offer much lower sleep modes and can draw much less current (<1mA is
possible).
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Chapter 8: Final Mechanical System Design
Overall Design
The first main components in our design are the motor gear train and the rack and pinion.
As explained above, these components are all housed within the chassis of the smart lock on the
interior side of the door. Figure 22 below displays how the motor gear train is housed within the
chassis and operates alongside the rack and pinion.

Figure 22. Internal View of Chassis
As seen, compared to our initial design the motor and gearbox take up significantly less
space, giving us more room for electronics and the rack. The electronics are neatly bundled up to
the right side of the motor; the left side houses the rack, giving it ample room to freely move up
and down without getting caught on any wires. The black wire extension in the middle threads
through the door bore to connect to the NFC tag in the RFID holder, easily attachable with a snap
connector.
The purchased motor has a pre-fabricated gearbox attached with a torque advantage of
200. Compared to our initial design, the gear train is sized down significantly; it fits in a more
compact gearbox as opposed to the multi-step gear train, which took most of the space in the
original design. By attaching the 200 torque advantage gearbox to the motor it allows for a much
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larger output torque than the input torque, conserving power usage by the motor while still
maintaining a high torque for the output shaft. Attached to the output shaft is a 72 teeth gear that
interfaces with the rack and is directly attached to the deadbolt shaft adapter.
The deadbolt shaft adapter directly connects to the deadbolt crankshaft. Therefore the
rotation of the 72 teeth gear is the exact same as rotation of the crankshaft. By running the motor
and rotating the output shaft, the deadbolt crankshaft is rotated the exact same amount through
the adapter, providing an easy and intuitive way to open the lock. Since the locking function of
the deadbolt lock is completely unchanged and instead only automated, the physical locking of
the lock using the rack or key is the exact same and unaffected.
The rack is connected to the 72 teeth gear, which is directly attached to the deadbolt
crankshaft. Pushing the rack manually spins the center gear along with the crankshaft. The rack
slides up and down, locking or unlocking the door, and the interior locking mechanism has a
comfortable and smooth feel to the thumbs. The addition of the rack provides users a way to
manually lock their door from the interior side. It will be quicker for users to use the rack to
unlock their door and the rack also acts as failsafe in case the smart lock fails to work due to
power outage or the WiFi cutting, for example.
To solve our previous issue of being unable to back drive the gear train, we designed a
dog clutch which allows us to disconnect the gear from the motor and allows us to freely rotate it
110°, pictured below in Figure 23.

Figure 23. Dog Clutch
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This change to the design to include a clutch allowed us to maintain the physical
functions of the lock without interrupting the electronic functions. As can be seen from Figure 23
above, one half of the clutch is connected to the gear and the other connected to the output shaft
of the motor. There is 110° between the jaws of the top and bottom end which permits free
rotation, turning the gear without rotating the output shaft at all. When the motor spins the output
shaft, the clutch interfaces and the gear is turned about 90° to change the state of the door. The
output shaft then rotates in reverse about 110°; the top end of the clutch, the gear portion, is left
in its place while the bottom end of the clutch, the motor portion, has moved back to the original
position. With this connection, the gear is then free to move a rotation of 110° between the two
jaws of the bottom clutch, allowing us to lock or unlock the door from the previous position the
motor has left the lock in.
To connect the chassis and gear train to the actual door, a mounting plate is installed with
screws. This mounting plate is attached to the interior end of the deadbolt, replacing where the
normal lock control is. It functions as a way to connect the chassis to the already existing screws
used in the deadbolt.

Figure 24. Mounting Plate
The mounting plate functions by having the chassis directly slot into it when pushed onto
the crankshaft. The slot in the direct center lets the crankshaft pass through the plate with two
smaller slots where the two deadbolt screws go through. The extrusions on the mounting are
inserted into the indents, properly aligning the chassis with the mounting plate. The extrusions
and indents have holes lined up to have #4-48 half-inch long screws threaded through them,
securing the chassis to the mounting plate.
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Another component of the smart lock chassis is the RFID holder on the front end of the
door. Due to the short range nature of NFC, the RFID card could not be read through a door
because it was too thick to communicate. Thus, the RFID card needed to be placed on the
exterior of the lock on the front of the door so that it could be read.

Figure 25. RFID Holder
The RFID holder is made to fit a standard bore size of 2-⅛, which is typical of almost all
doors. The right image in Figure 25 above demonstrates the inside of the holder that would sit
flush against the door. The brackets along the bottom hold the RFID card, the two smaller slots
in the circle are for the two screws used in mounting the deadbolt lock, and the semi-circle slots
into the door bore hole. By having this holder on the front end of the door the RFID card can
easily be read using a phone with minimal issue along with easy installation due to the original
exterior of the deadbolt lock still being used. This holder would slot in between the door lock
exterior and the bore hole, being quite thin and aesthetically pleasing, so the lock exterior would
not sit too far off the lock. Additionally, the lip of the RFID holder gives the users a clear place
to tap their phone. To view any of these components more in depth, Appendix E has detailed
drawings for all components.
Fabrication and Assembly
The majority of the designs made in SolidWorks are 3D printed using either PLA plastic
or resin as the material. Due to the custom nature of the designs, 3D printing is the most efficient
method to construct them in a timely and inexpensive manner. The designs that were 3D printed
are the chassis, RFID holder, and mounting plate. The RFID holder and mounting plate
components’ main function is to hold other components or pieces for the smart lock; therefore,
PLA plastic is a good choice for the material as it is both durable and rigid. Because the chassis
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thas complex geometry along with tight tolerances, we opted to use SLA resin printing to
produce the component, instead. SLA printers typically have higher resolution and are able to
print intricate geometries because of the nature of the print and the resin material being more
malleable.
The other primary mechanical component is the gearbox and rack. The rack is too small
to be accurately and precisely 3D printed so instead a metal one was purchased from online
vendors. The gearbox came as a single component along with the motor, allowing its size to be
minimized.
Assembling the door lock is relatively straightforward, with most components being
either permanently glued or screwed together in place. The motor and electrical components are
the first components to be glued into place in the chassis. Afterwards, the gear clutch is
connected to the motor and then the 72 teeth gear to the clutch. The rack buttons are then glued
to the ends of the rack and the whole rack assembly is then fitted into the chassis. With the
chassis interior all in place, the back plate is then screwed in and the front plate slotted into
place. With the chassis fully assembled, the final step is to install the door lock onto a door.
Justification
Most adhesive manufacturers advertise a shear strength of 1000-3000 psi. Many factors
can lower the actual strength such as surface area application, surface preparation, temperature
and humidity. To be on the converservative side, we used an average shear strength of 1000 psi
and the area of the 72 teeth gear bore to calculate the maximum torque the super glue can
withstand. Figure 26 shows that the super glue can withstand 31 lbf-in of torque before shifting,
which is well over our maximum of 6 lbf-in that the gears are experiencing.
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Figure 26. Glue Strength Calculation
In order to design the internal gear train of the door lock, we needed the minimum torque
required to rotate the deadbolt shaft. The torque needed to turn the crankshaft of the deadbolt
lock was experimentally determined to be around 1.7 lbf-in; Figure 27 shows a picture of our
experiment and the calculation that followed.

Figure 27. Torque Experiment and Calculation
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To account for friction, doors that are slightly misaligned, and other external factors, we
decided to aim for a maximum torque of 6 lbf-in, which is over triple the torque required to turn
the deadbolt crankshaft. The maximum torque the motor can output at 3V is 0.046875 lbf-in,
which can be seen in the motor curves in Appendix F. However, as explained above, by using a
multistep gear train we are able to create a large torque advantage so that the output torque on the
crankshaft is much larger than that provided by the motor. Through our gear train a torque
advantage of 200 is created, meaning the output torque on the crankshaft is 200 times that of the
input by the motor, so a max torque of 9.375 lbf-in can be applied to the crankshaft.
However, the motor we decided to choose due to its cost efficiency and lifespan is not
frequently operating at the maximum torque value as operating at that condition requires much
more current through the motor, causing it to use much more power and have a shorter lifespan.
The rated operating torque of the motor is 0.0125 lbf-in; in this state, the torque provided is 2.5
lbf-in by the end of the gear train. This torque is still above the torque needed to turn the
deadbolt crankshaft, meaning that at peak operation there is no issue locking and unlocking the
smart lock, and if it runs into any problem the motor can provide much more torque if needed.
Using the operating RPM of the motor, we calculated that it takes the motor about 0.2
seconds to turn the crankshaft as shown in Figure 28. The crankshaft only needs to turn 90
degrees to fully lock or unlock a door, we used an angle of 96 degrees to be conservative in our
calculation. Including the time for the motor to activate and friction, we estimate that the time to
open will be closer to 1 to 2 seconds.

Figure 28. Theoretical time for the motor to open the door.
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Chapter 9: Final User Interface for Users
To go along with the final design of our smart lock, an app needed to be developed for
users to interact with our product. This app was developed by Obodo, however we needed to
develop the test code in order to test our product’s functions. Although Obodo is going to
develop the app, we have created a user interface to demonstrate the functions and features of
our lock. Based on our UI design, there is one app that can be used for both management and the
tenants.

Figure 29. Log-in and Home page of smart lock app.
Management UI
The overarching goal for our product is to make managing apartment complexes easier
for the management. The management UI has three main features that achieve this. Managers are
able to configure a smart lock and controller, view who had recent access to specific common
areas, and be able to update the permissions for which rooms or apartments tenants have access
to.
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Figure 30. UI for Management.
For the first function, configuring the lock and controller, the management personnel
need to input the ID for the lock and controller and can then pair or disconnect them. For
checking the recent access to a specific common area, the management member would need to
input the room and the time frame in order to get which tenants had recent access. The last
option for management is to update permissions. For this page, there are two ways to update
permissions. Tenants can either request permission from the management, or they can create a
new one. To carry out these permissions, the management needs to input the tenant’s name and
the room that they will gain access to.
Tenant UI
As a tenant, the main purpose of this app is to open the door, view where they have
permission to access, and to see who has access to their apartment. As seen in Figure 31 below,
the first page that comes up after logging in as a tenant is to lock or unlock their apartment door.
This is to allow for a faster time to open. After a tenant clicks the “unlock” button, the tenant has
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to verify that it is them, and then it triggers the door to unlock if the verification is good. By
clicking on the green arrow button, the tenant can also access their permissions and view their
permissions. For the “Access Permissions” page, tenants can see who has access to their
apartment and can request a new person to their apartment by inserting their name and username.
This request goes to the management side and has to be approved. Similarly to the “Access
Permissions” page, the tenant can gain access to more rooms with the management’s approval in
the “My Permissions” page. The tenant can also view which rooms they have access to in the
“My Permissions” page.

Figure 31. UI for Tenant.
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Chapter 10: Cost Estimation and Manufacturing
Our cost estimate is based on the manufacturing of three smart locks along with one
controller. To create the exteriors for each component we utilized 3D printing. Since a large part
of our testing is based on compatibility of parts with the different technologies utilized, our
material selection needs to get the job done at the beginning, and does not need to be the final
material for the product. Although we utilized free 3D printing, these prices are based on the
prices listed from the Cal Poly resources for printing.
Table 2. Material Costs
Component

Material

Cost/Unit

Total Cost
*based on
manufacturing 1
smart locks and 1
controller

Smart Lock Chassis

Resin

$90-$150/liter

$25-$40

Existing Lock

Various materials
(manufacturing is not needed)

$10-$15/lock

$10-$15

Microcontroller
(MCU)

Various materials
(manufacturing is not needed)

$20-$30/MCU

$20-$30

3D printed parts
(Mounting Plate,
Controller, RFID
Holder)

PLA

$10-20/lock

$10-$20

Gearbox Motor

Various materials
(manufacturing is not needed)

$5.75/motor

$5.75

Motor Driver

Various materials
(manufacturing is not needed)

$5.50/piece

$5.50

Dynamic NFC Tag

Various materials
(manufacturing is not needed)

$3.95/piece

$3.95

Limit Switches

Various materials
(manufacturing is not needed)

$0.28/switch

$0.56

Rack

Steel
(manufacturing is not needed)

$25.93/24in

$5.77

Gear

Acetal
(manufacturing is not needed)

$3.35/gear

$3.35
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Total Estimated $89.88 - $129.88
Cost

The custom parts of our product include the chassis, mounting plates, and RFID holder.
These were all manufactured by 3D printers using either PLA filament or resin. The electronic
components and gearbox motor were bought and needed to be assembled.
If our product were to be manufactured at high volume, cost per unit can be reduced by
buying parts in bulk. Additionally, time studies can be done on the manufacturing processes to
make it more efficient and reduce costs due to labor. Our overall price goal is around $100 per
lock unit and $50 per controller. These costs are set to be competitive with other existing
products.
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Chapter 11: Testing and Recommendations
Based on the testing of our design, it has met almost all of the design requirements. Table
3 below displays the design requirements and how our design holds up.
Table 3: Design Parameters Testing
Parameters

Requirements

Tolerance

Result

Pass/Fail

Time to install

15 mins

+/-5

10

Pass

Time to open

10 seconds

Max

3

Pass

Locks per controller

5 locks

Min

**

Pass

Multiple locks
interactable per phone

4 locks

Min

**

Pass

Battery life

365

- 31

10-11

Fail

Unlock distance

12 inches

+2/-12

<1 in

Pass

As seen from the table above, almost all design criteria are met besides the battery life
criteria. For our testing, we were not able to get the MCU to go into the deep sleep mode.
However, this can be fixed by adjustments to the board or with a custom PCB board. Our product
will be able to sustain a longer battery life during implementation because it will mostly be in the
sleep state and only be woken up when the lock is going to be used. Additionally, if needed, the
battery choice can be switched out to two 3V CR123 or CR123A lithium batteries, like the
August Lock. We designed our lock with the 4 AA batteries because AA batteries are more
common, therefore, being easier to change and do maintenance.
Our smart lock is also easy and quick to install in under 15 minutes and only requires a
screwdriver. Once a customer receives the lock, they will be given the chassis, rack, rack buttons,
back plate, mounting plate, RFID holder, and the gear with the adapter. The first step in
installation is taking off the existing interior deadbolt lock and removing the exterior deadbolt
portion. Next, the gear and adapter need to be aligned with the motor. The rack then needs to be
placed on the rack holder and the bottom rack buttons need to be put on and top rack buttons
slide in through the rack button holes and attach. At this point, the rack should be tested with the
gear to ensure they work together. Next, the back plate will be placed on top to hold the gear in
and is secured in with two screws. The RFID holder then needs to be placed with the RFID
antenna on the exterior of the door and wires need to be fed through the bore hole. The holder
should be easy to align with the ring to fit the bore hole. The existing screws from the deadbolt
that were used to attach the original interior back need to be screwed into the mounting plate and
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the deadbolt cylinder. Then, the person installing it would need to attach the wires on the interior
side of the chassis assembly to the wires from the RFID holder. After attaching the wires, the
chassis assembly needs to be mounted on the mounting plate. There are two notches that help
align where the two screws go in. After screwing those in, installation is complete!
Since we did not produce more than one lock, we were not able to physically test how
many locks per controller and how many locks can be interactable with a lock. However, we
chose our electrical components to be able to handle these requirements. Also, we passed our
requirement for the unlock distance since it is less than 12 inches. With the dynamic NFC
technology, the read distance is inherently within 5 cm.
In order for Obodo to be able to use our product to implement in apartment complexes,
we have some recommendations. Since our project mainly utilized free 3D printing and
non-custom parts, we have some recommended changes to the design and components for future
manufacturing. On the electronic side, we recommend using a custom PCB board instead of the
microcontroller. This will significantly reduce the side of the main electronic board while also
getting rid of most of the wires, which are prone to disconnecting. Additionally, the current
microcontroller has extraneous components that a custom PCB won’t need to include, thus
saving battery power. Currently, the 4 AA batteries are limiting the aesthetics of the overall
design; we can’t reduce the size of the chassis because the batteries are a set size. We recommend
looking into a different battery option that aren’t as common, like 3V CR123 or CR123A lithium
batteries.
On the mechanical side, we recommend modifying the 72 teeth gear to include a keyway.
With a keyway the deadbolt shaft adapter could be easily removed and replaced, allowing for the
smart lock to be compatible with multiple different types of deadbolt shaft designs as the adapter
could easily be changed in and out. Additionally, getting rid of the hub cap can help reduce the
chassis thickness. Another part that should be custom is the dog clutch. Currently, the dog clutch
is glued on to the gear motor, so it is worth considering finding a more permanent solution for
the dog clutch. This could be designing a custom gearmotor with the bottom half of the clutch.
We also recommend changing the method of mounting the chassis onto the door because our
current design can be difficult to align, especially if the mount plate is warped. Lastly, for
aesthetics, it would be ideal to make the chassis and mount plate out of metal, so it can be thinner
and less likely to warp.
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Chapter 12: Safety Considerations
Our smart-lock does not have any dangerous or hazardous safety considerations. Our lock
chassis encloses any moving gears and the motor with the exception of the rack to serve as our
manual method to lock or unlock the door. The part of our design where the rack sticks out of the
chassis is a potential pinch point. The rack was designed to be ergonomic and comfortable to use,
having a rounded design so that when pressed it rolls easily and does not require excessive force.
However, we have not yet printed our chassis, so we can make changes to make it safer for the
user. We also need to test two different gears for the best ergonomics to find an optimal button
pushing feel. Finalizing our gear size also determined how long the rack needed to be and if the
potential pinch point was still relevant. As far as energy stored in our product, our lock has
batteries that are enclosed in the chassis when it is in use and not in use. A more detailed
checklist for safety considerations can be found in Appendix G.
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Chapter 13: Sustainability and Maintenance
Sustainability
In designing our product, we have kept two main environmental factors in mind. We have
designed our product to be energy efficient as our microcontroller will go into ultra-low power
mode when not in use to use minimal power. Additionally, one of our engineering requirements
is that the lock can last a year on one set of batteries. The lock runs off four AA batteries which
can also be rechargeable if the management chooses to do so. The controller will be powered
through an outlet to allow for the Wi-Fi connection to be on at all times in order to update
permissions regularly.
We have also designed our lock to be compatible with the existing deadbolt so that it can
be refurbished and less material from the original deadbolt is discarded. Since another
engineering requirement is that our lock has an easy installation process, our product will be able
to be disassembled easily and to be able to replace parts instead of having to replace the entire
lock.
Maintenance and Repair
Our product will ideally only need to have hardware maintenance very infrequently to
replace the batteries in the lock. The locks will also need to have updated software, but the
maintenance plan is not yet determined and will be up to Obodo since they will ultimately be
designing the mobile application to go with the lock and controller.
As mentioned in the sustainability section, the lock is designed in such a way that extra
parts can be bought to replace any parts that fail. Since we are aiming to have a quick installation
of about 15 minutes, repairing the lock will take the same amount of time or less.
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Appendix A: List of Customer Requirements
The following list is our sponsor’s requirements for this project. These requirements are later
summarized into our Quality Function Deployment.
● Faster and easier to unlock than a physical key
● Grant temporary access to other mobile devices
● Easy installation
● Owners are able to set up and enable smart locks throughout building
● Each door is able to use physical key
● Overall design is aesthetically pleasing
● The smart lock is as secure, if not more secure, than physical key
● Smart lock is more accessible than physical key
● Lock must be able to work consistently, even when the power or wifi is down
● Each individual smart lock is able to communicate with landlord
● Smart lock should not be reliant on tenant for installation or set-up, including tenant wifi
● If the whole building loses power or wifi, the phone should still be able to unlock the
door
● One controller should control multiple door lock
● Optional: passive and active NFC component
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Appendix B: List of Relevant August Patents
● Rotary Knob Mechanical Encoder
○ https://patents.justia.com/patent/20200328051#claims
● Intelligent Door Lock System In Communication With Mobile Device That Stores
Associated User Data
○ https://patents.justia.com/patent/20210227388#claims
● Wireless Access Control System And Methods For Intelligent Door Lock System
○ https://patents.justia.com/patent/10846957
● Smart Lock Device With Near Field Communication
○ https://patents.justia.com/patent/20180135337
● Intelligent door lock system retrofitted to existing door lock mechanism
○ https://patents.google.com/patent/US9534420B1/en
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Appendix C: Quality Function Deployment
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Appendix D: DVP&R Test Plan
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Appendix E: System Assembly and Detailed Drawings
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Appendix F: Motor Characteristics Plots
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Appendix G: Safety Checklist
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Appendix H: List of Bought Parts Used
Lock:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Arduino Nano 33 IoT
SparkFun Motor Driver - Dual TB6612FNG (1A)
Solderable Breadboard
Adafruit ST25DV16K I2C RFID EEPROM Breakout
Pololu 200:1 Plastic Gearmotor, 90° Output
6-pin JST SM Plug + Receptacle Cable Set
2 x Cylewet 1A 125V 3Pin SPDT Limit Micro Switch
2 x Pololu 2xAA Battery Holder
Assorted Jumper Wires
SDP/SI Rack - A1C12-Y482
SDP/SI Gear - A1M2-Y48072

Controller:
● 2 x Arduino Nano 33 IoT
● Micro USB Splitter
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